Dynamic viscoelastic properties, water absorption, and solubility of home reliners
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Scant rheological information is available regarding home reliners (liner type denture adhesives). We evaluated 6 different home reliners in regard to their viscoelastic properties, water absorption and solubility. Dynamic viscoelastic properties and changes over time were determined using a dynamic viscoelastometer, while weight changes, absorption, and solubility during immersion in water were also investigated. We found that the dynamic viscoelasticity of the tested home reliners was sensitive to changes in frequency, while the materials used had nearly no elasticity and exhibited viscous behaviors. They showed a dramatic change in viscoelastic properties and increase in weight after approximately 1 day of water immersion. A considerably high percentage of water absorption was also observed. From the viewpoint of dynamic viscoelastic properties and durability, our results indicate that the tested home reliners would not be suitable for improvement of ill-fitting dentures.
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INTRODUCTION

Dentures and home reliners available on the retail market are widely used by many patients who wear removable partial or complete dentures to enhance the fit of the prosthesis. The number of patients using complete dentures is expected to increase over the next 20 years, despite an expected decline in the age-specific rate of edentulism, because life expectancy rates and the number of adults in each specific age group are increasing. Accordingly, the use of denture adhesives and home reliners will likely spread more widely among denture users in the future.

Denture stabilizing materials are classified into 2 main types; denture adhesives and home reliners with denture adhesives further divided into powder, cream, and tape types. Denture adhesives function to produce a highly viscous layer between the denture intaglio surface and denture-bearing mucosa by absorbing saliva, resulting in increases in stability and retention of ill-fitting dentures. On the other hand, home reliners are confined to the cushion type, and their materials are designed to fill the gap between an ill-fitting denture and mucosa to enhance the fit. Previous studies investigated the effects of the denture adhesives on viscosity, masticatory performance, retention of dentures, their bonding strength, microbial contamination and cytotoxicity. Although some problems such as avoidance of necessary dental visits or the possibility of development of certain oral conditions (denture stomatitis and candidiasis) as a result of their use remain to be addressed, academic prosthodontists in the United States have concluded that cream and powder type denture adhesives are useful adjuncts in denture prosthesis services, with specific roles in both fabrication and post-insertion phases. On the other hand, in the case of home reliners, only a small number of reports, including clinical observations, and studies of bonding strength, microbial contamination and cytotoxicity are available. However, there are no known reports regarding such rheological properties as viscoelasticity, which has an influence on the masticatory function of denture wearers, as well as water absorption and solubility of home reliners. Such information is necessary for patient education regarding the use of these materials.

Home reliners are supplied as a paste packed into a tube. They are soft materials and mainly comprised of polyvinyl acetate containing varying amounts of ethyl alcohol. The polyvinyl acetate is amorphous polymer. In previous studies, the viscoelastic properties of soft dental materials, including tissue conditioners and long-term soft denture liners, were characterized using creep, stress relaxation, and dynamic mechanical tests. Static measurements obtained from the results of creep and stress relaxation tests have provided valuable information regarding the behaviors of the materials under long-term force caused by functional pressure or changes of denture-bearing mucosa. However, dynamic mechanical test findings are more suitable for precise evaluation of those behaviors under cyclical and rapidly applied forces that reflect mastication, in addition to behavior under long-term force, as compared to static methods. In order to more closely simulate the clinical behavior of home reliners, it is necessary to assess their dynamic viscoelastic properties over a wide range of frequencies.

In the present study, we evaluated the dynamic viscoelastic properties of home reliners over a wide
range of frequencies and their changes over time. In addition, water absorption and solubility of the materials were also evaluated.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Six home reliners (liner type denture adhesives) tested are listed in Table 1, together with the code, manufacturer and general composition. According to our measurements, the inorganic component content in LD and PA is 3.0 and 1.5 wt%, respectively. That of CC and TH is less than 0.1 wt%. The inorganic component is not included in CS and TT.

Fifteen specimens for each material were prepared to a thickness of 2 mm (30 mm long×20 mm wide) by squeezing the material from the tube into a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) mould and pressing down onto the mass using 2 flat glass plates. The first 10 specimens were used for determination of dynamic viscoelastic properties and the remaining 5 for measuring weight changes.

**Dynamic viscoelastic properties**

The dynamic viscoelastic properties of the tested materials were determined using an automatic dynamic viscoelastometer (Rheovibron DDV-25FP, Orientec Corp., Tokyo, Japan) (Fig. 1), whose function is based on a non-resonance-forced vibration principle. This device consists of a measurement operation block, high/low constant temperature chamber, main unit, power unit, data processing device and testing jigs, and measures the response of a material to a sinusoidal or other periodic stress. Five pairs of specimens from each material were stored in distilled water at 37°C. A series of tests was conducted at 37°C on the specimen pairs with a shearing jig, beginning at 30 minutes after setting in a shearing jig. (a): specimen, (b): shearing jig, (c): high/low constant temperature chamber, (d): driver and displacement detector, (e): load detector, (f): main unit, (g): power amplifier, and (h): personal computer.

![Fig. 1 Dynamic viscoelastometer. Two specimens were set in a shearing jig. (a): specimen, (b): shearing jig, (c): high/low constant temperature chamber, (d): driver and displacement detector, (e): load detector, (f): main unit, (g): power amplifier, and (h): personal computer.](image)

**Table 1 Home reliners tested**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Composition*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cushion Correct</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>Shionogi &amp; Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan</td>
<td>Polyvinyl acetate, Ethyl alcohol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct Soft A</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Shionogi &amp; Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan</td>
<td>Polyvinyl acetate, Ethyl alcohol, Food red no.2, Food red no.3 Aluminum Lake, Food yellow no.5 Aluminum Lake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liodent</td>
<td>LD</td>
<td>Lion Corporation, Tokyo, Japan</td>
<td>Polyvinyl acetate, Ethyl alcohol, Polypropylene glycol**, White beeswax, Light calcium carbonate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tafugurippu Tômei</td>
<td>TT</td>
<td>Kobayashi Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan</td>
<td>Polyvinyl acetate, Ethyl alcohol, Aminoalkylmethacrylate copolymer RS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tafugurippu Hadairo</td>
<td>TH</td>
<td>Kobayashi Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan</td>
<td>Polyvinyl acetate, Ethyl alcohol, Aminoalkylmethacrylate copolymer RS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polident Adhesive</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Earth Chemical Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan, GlaxoSmithKline K.K., Tokyo, Japan</td>
<td>Polyvinyl acetate, Ethyl alcohol, Red no.225, Bentonite</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Composition as given by manufacturers
** Reference 3)
squeezing the material from the tube (no immersion in water; baseline), then after 12 hours, and 1, 2, 4, and 7 days. Using this device, sinusoidal shear strain was added to the end of a pair of specimens and stress response was detected at the other end. Amplitude attenuation of the sinusoidal strain and delay of the strain wave are dependent on the viscoelastic properties of the material. Complex dynamic shear modulus ($G'$), shear storage modulus ($G''$), shear loss modulus ($G''''$), and loss tangent (tan δ) values were determined over a frequency range of 0.1 to 100 Hz with a strain of 0.7% (linear viscoelastic zone). Lissajous’s figures, which showed relationship between sinusoidal strain and stress response, and the waves of strain and stress were monitored to confirm the measurement in the linear viscoelastic zone during test.

$G'^*$, $G'^*$, and tan δ were calculated using the following formulae:

\[ G'^* = \frac{G'^*}{G''} \]
\[ G'^* = |G'^*| \cos \delta \]
\[ G'' = |G'^*| \sin \delta \]
\[ \tan \delta = G''/G'^* \]

where \( i = \sqrt{-1} \), and δ is the phase angle between stress and strain. $G'^*$ was resolved into two components: $G'$ and $G''$. $G'$ demonstrated elastic deformation under stress, whereas $G''$ showed viscous deformation, and tan δ provided an indication of the relative contribution of the elastic and viscous components that accounted for the overall behavior of each of the tested materials.

**Weight changes, absorption, and solubility**

Weight changes, absorption, and solubility of the home reliners during immersion in distilled water were examined according to methods previously described. Five specimens from each tested material were measured. Specimens were weighed to an accuracy of 0.0001 g using an analytical balance (AW 220 Shimadzu Corp., Kyoto, Japan) at 30 minutes after squeezing the material from the tube. All of the home reliners exhibited greater values for $G'$ and $G''$ at higher frequencies, whereas the tan δ of all, especially TT and TH, decreased as the frequency increased. $G'$, $G''$, and tan δ of the 6 home reliners at 1 Hz before immersion in water are illustrated in Figure 3. Values of $G'$ were significantly higher ($p<0.01$) than those of $G''$ for CC, CS, and PA, whereas the values of $G''$ were significantly higher ($p<0.01$) than those of $G'$ for LD, TT, and TH. PA had the highest $G'$ value among the home reliners tested. In addition, the values of $G'$ for CC, CS, TT, and TH were significantly lower ($p<0.05$) than those of the other 2 materials, with no significant differences found among those 4. PA had the highest value for $G''$ and CS the lowest. The order of $G''$ values for the home reliners were PA$>$LD$>$TH$>$TT, CC$>$CS ($p<0.05$). The highest tan δ value was noted for TT, and the tan δ values for TT, TH, and LD were greater than 1.0. No significant differences were found among CC, CS, and PA for tan δ values, which were less than 1.0 and significantly lower ($p<0.05$) than those of the other materials.

The variations of $G'$, $G''$, and tan δ over time of water immersion for the 6 tested home reliners at 1 Hz are shown in Figure 4. Two-way ANOVA results indicated significant differences among the home reliners and significant effects of immersion time for the 3 rheological parameters ($p<0.0005$). The $G'$ and $G''$ values for all the materials, especially LD, TT, and TH, tended to increase rapidly until 1 or 2 days of immersion, after which the changes were gradual or nearly halted up to 7 days. In contrast, the tan δ values...

where $W_2$ is the weight after absorption and desorption and $W_i$ the final weight after desiccation. The specimens were dried in a desiccator containing silica gel until a constant weight ($\pm$0.5 mg) was obtained.

**Statistical analyses**

A frequency value of 1 Hz was selected as the baseline for statistical analyses. Two-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) were performed to determine whether statistically significant differences were present between the materials and immersion times for the rheological parameters ($G'$, $G''$, and tan δ) and percent weight change. The differences among the materials and those among immersion times were tested with a Student-Newman-Keuls test, with a 5% level of significance. Comparisons of the percentages of absorption and solubility were subjected to one-way ANOVA combined with a Student-Newman-Keuls test, with a 5% level of significance. A t-test was also conducted to determine whether statistically significant differences existed between $G'$ and $G''$, and between the percent absorption and percent solubility values.

**RESULTS**

Figure 2 shows the frequency dependence for storage modulus ($G'$), loss modulus ($G''$), and loss tangent (tan δ) for the 6 tested home reliners before immersion in water (30 minutes after squeezing the material from the tube). All of the home reliners exhibited greater values for $G'$ and $G''$ at higher frequencies, whereas the tan δ of all, especially TT and TH, decreased as the frequency increased. $G'$, $G''$, and tan δ of the 6 home reliners at 1 Hz before immersion in water are illustrated in Figure 3. Values of $G'$ were significantly higher ($p<0.01$) than those of $G''$ for CC, CS, and PA, whereas the values of $G''$ were significantly higher ($p<0.01$) than those of $G'$ for LD, TT, and TH. PA had the highest $G'$ value among the home reliners tested. In addition, the values of $G'$ for CC, CS, TT, and TH were significantly lower ($p<0.05$) than those of the other 2 materials, with no significant differences found among those 4. PA had the highest value for $G''$ and CS the lowest. The order of $G''$ values for the home reliners were PA$>$LD$>$TH$>$TT, CC$>$CS ($p<0.05$). The highest tan δ value was noted for TT, and the tan δ values for TT, TH, and LD were greater than 1.0. No significant differences were found among CC, CS, and PA for tan δ values, which were less than 1.0 and significantly lower ($p<0.05$) than those of the other materials.

The variations of $G'$, $G''$, and tan δ over time of water immersion for the 6 tested home reliners at 1 Hz are shown in Figure 4. Two-way ANOVA results indicated significant differences among the home reliners and significant effects of immersion time for the 3 rheological parameters ($p<0.0005$). The $G'$ and $G''$ values for all the materials, especially LD, TT, and TH, tended to increase rapidly until 1 or 2 days of immersion, after which the changes were gradual or nearly halted up to 7 days. In contrast, the tan δ values...
of all home reliners, especially LD, TT, and TH, decreased rapidly until 12 hours and then gradually increased until 7 days.

Figure 5 shows weight changes over time of water immersion for the 6 tested home reliners. All demonstrated a marked increase in weight over 1 or 2 days. Subsequently, the materials except for CS gradually increased up to 7 days, while CS exhibited almost no change in weight.

The absorption and solubility percentages of the home reliners following immersion in water for up to 7 days are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. The highest absorption percentage was recorded for TT (85.1%) and the lowest for CS (47.8%). The order of percent absorption was as follows: TT>TH, PA>CC, LD>CS \((p<0.05)\). As for solubility, PA had the highest percentage (44.4%) and CC the lowest (19.2%). The order of percent solubility was as follows: PA>CS, LD, TT>TH>CC \((p<0.05)\). The absorption percentage values for all of the home reliners were significantly higher than their percent solubility values \((p<0.01)\).

**DISCUSSION**

The viscoelastic properties of home reliners (liner type denture adhesives) are important for evaluating their physical properties, which are closely related to masticatory function, adaptation between the denture intaglio surface and denture-bearing mucosa, and upkeep of optimum thickness of the layer. Measurement of viscoelastic properties of polymeric materials is generally conducted by means of static tests or dynamic test. The static tests include the creep test, which measures strains caused by a definite load in a certain range of time, and the stress relaxation test, which...
measures the stress required to maintain the level of strain as a function of time after rapidly deforming a specific volume of the test piece. Relatively simple equipment can be used for the static measurements. The information obtained from these static measurements is of interest in any application where the material must sustain load for long periods because the tests is of relatively long duration. However, in clinical situations, the home reliners used with dentures are subjected to instantaneous and cyclic stress by mastication. These static tests are not suitable for the detection of less than several seconds of material behavior. Measurement of the material response to the instantaneous and cyclic pressure is needed in addition to that to the continuous weak pressure to evaluate the clinical performance more precisely. On the other hand, the dynamic mechanical test based on non-resonance-forced vibration method,
which measures the response of the material to sinusoidal or other cyclic stress, is well suited to evaluate such situations. The dynamic test is especially sensitive to the chemical and physical structure of polymeric materials and gives more information about a material than other tests. Dynamic mechanical analysis over a wide range of frequencies is generally possible. A periodic experiment at frequency \( \omega \) is qualitatively equivalent to a transient experiment at \( t=\frac{1}{\omega} \). Therefore, in the present study, we determined the frequency dependence of dynamic viscoelasticity of the home reliners in order to evaluate their behaviors under mastication and functional pressure in clinical situations. Conditions associated with mastication and exposure to continuous weak pressure caused by functional pressure are reflected by a frequency value of 1 Hz and lower frequency value, respectively. We consider that rheological parameters at 1 Hz are most important among the frequencies tested to assess the behaviors of the materials because the cushioning effects against the mastication are determined by the viscoelastic properties at cyclic rhythm of 1 Hz.

Large differences in dynamic viscoelastic properties were found among the tested home reliners. The dynamic viscoelasticity of all of the materials, especially TH, TT, and LD, was sensitive to changes in frequency. The initial storage modulus \( (G') \), loss modulus \( (G'') \), and loss tangent (tan \( \delta \)) values of the home reliners at 1 Hz ranged from approximately 1900 to 8800 Pa, 1700 to 7500 Pa, and 0.86 to 1.78, respectively. These differences among the materials were considered to be due to the differences in ethyl alcohol, polyvinyl acetate and inorganic component content. Ethyl alcohol is added to plasticize the polyvinyl acetate and adjust the viscoelastic properties as a solvent. Larger percentages of ethyl alcohol would produce the softer materials. Our results of measurement of solubility have indicated that PA would contain larger percentages of ethyl alcohol than the other materials. However, PA had the highest values of \( G' \) and \( G'' \) because the inorganic component (bentonite) are included in this material. The values of \( G' \) and \( G'' \) for LD were also high compared with the other materials except for PA. This is also probably due to effect of the inorganic component (light calcium carbonate). Although the inorganic components generally increase the elasticity of the polymers, in addition, these components are added to prevent the home reliners to stick to the fingers and improve the property of peeling off the denture intaglio surface. Polypropylene glycol and white beeswax included in LD and aminoalkylmethacrylate copolymer RS in TT and TH are also considered to provide the function of easy peeling from the dentures and prevention of adhesion to the fingers. Polypropylene glycol would also decrease the grip necessary for squeezing the home reliner from tube, and white beeswax would function as plasticizer. As shown above, relationship between composition and rheological properties is complicated.

For prosthetic treatment, tissue conditioners are widely used to recondition tissues affected by ill-fitting dentures. These materials are also used to line to the denture intaglio surfaces and fashion very soft materials such as home reliners. We previously reported that the initial \( G' \), \( G'' \), and tan \( \delta \) values of tissue conditioners at 1 Hz ranged from approximately 35900 to 185200 Pa, 13100 to 34600 Pa, and 0.19 to 0.37, respectively. In the present study, the \( G' \) and \( G'' \) values of the home reliners were extremely low, while that of tan \( \delta \) was extremely high as compared with the previously reported tissue conditioners. Our findings showed that the home reliners had nearly no elastic components and exhibited viscous behaviors.

The home reliners behaved more elastically at higher frequencies although the condition under high frequencies above 2 Hz would not occur in clinical situations. Clinically, a higher value of tan \( \delta \) at 1 Hz would indicate greater flow properties when exposed to masticatory force, while lower \( G' \) and \( G'' \) values at 1 Hz would show a lower ability of dentures to crush food. The rheological parameters of 0.1 Hz indicate behavior under continuous weak pressure by functional pressure. The materials, especially TH, TT, and LD, demonstrated higher values of tan \( \delta \) at lower frequency, and would lose the dimensional integrity of the lining with the passage of time of rest in the mouth, even though a rapid force such as mastication would not be applied. Materials with such rheological properties have a higher possibility of plastic deformation, causing a reduction in thickness of the layer and a reduced cushioning effect. Thus, home reliners would not produce the high masticatory efficiency of dentures.

The durability of the home reliners is another important factor for evaluation of continuous efficacy. All of the tested materials, especially TT, TH, and LD, exhibited great changes from their initial dynamic viscoelasticity over time of immersion in water; with 5- to 46-fold increases in \( G' \), 4- to 20-fold increases in \( G'' \), and 6% to 56% decreases in tan \( \delta \) seen after immersion in water for 7 days, as compared with those respective values before immersion. Home reliners undergo two different processes when immersed in water, as the components of the materials are leached out into the water and water is absorbed by the materials, which likely have a large influence on their viscoelastic properties. All of the tested home reliners, especially TT, TH, and CC, showed dramatic weight increases with immersion in water, which ranged from 17% to 59% after 7 days. Furthermore, the amounts of absorption and solubility after 7 days ranged from 47.8% to 85.1% and 19.2% to 44.4%, respectively.

On the other hand, in our previous study of tissue conditioners, we found that all, except for one material with a considerably higher percentage of ethyl alcohol, exhibited weight loss of 1.6% to 7.3% during water immersion, while absorption and solubility were under 3.5%, and between 4.0% and 14.0%, respectively. The home reliners in the present study exhibited large changes in weight, and showed high solubility and considerably high absorption of water as compared with...
the tissue conditioners in that study. Although the percent absorption of water was lower than the percent solubility of the tissue conditioners, absorption by the home reliners was greater than their solubility, resulting in weight gains. Tissue conditioners generally consist of polyethyl methacrylate, ester-based plasticizer, and ethyl alcohol, while home reliners also contain ethyl alcohol, which may leach out in a water environment. However, the taste and sensation of ethyl alcohol are generally objectionable to patients. Simultaneously, leaching of a larger amount of a water soluble component, i.e., ethyl alcohol, within the polymer would lead to a greater amount of water uptake. It has been reported that when water permeates a water soluble component site a solution droplet is formed, which grows until osmotic and elastic forces come into balance, resulting in continuous water absorption for a long period. The ethyl alcohol content in home reliners would be between approximately 20% and 40% according to our results, and considerably higher than in tissue conditioners. In addition, their water absorption and the solubility of their components cause dimensional changes, surface roughening and loss of initial viscoelasticity. When home reliners change to manifest such unfavorable conditions, they can cause injury to denture-bearing mucosa and produce masticatory pain.

The results of the present study demonstrated that home reliners would have a strong tendency to flow out from the denture intaglio surface during mastication due to their highly viscous properties just after the application and that the deterioration would occur within approximately 1 day after application in the mouth. From the standpoint of viscoelastic properties and durability, the present home reliners are not considered suitable for use in improving denture function. It is considered that the materials lined in the dentures would ideally have higher values of $G'$ and $G''$ and lower tan $\delta$ value than the present home reliners to prevent the flow from the denture and improve masticatory efficiency. Furthermore, ethyl alcohol content in the home reliners should be reduced to prevent the deterioration in the physical properties. However, the present materials could be applied to the temporary reline of dentures of bedridden old men until dental visits. The viscoelastic properties of the present home reliners are not observed with other dental materials. Thus, other clinical applications such as protrusion of labial flange for removal of the wrinkles of the upper lip may be possible because the softness of the materials would be adequate to these purposes.

We consider that information provided by the present study will contribute to patient education. The home reliners were found to have too large flow properties just after application in the mouth and decrease in the lining thickness, resulting in a lowering of cushioning effect. Furthermore, the materials would deteriorate in viscoelastic properties and become hard within approximately 1 day after application, thereby leading to uneven stress distribution in the denture-bearing mucosa and great bonding strength to denture base acrylic resins. It is difficult for elderly users to fully remove the lining from the dentures for replacement in this situation, indicating a possible risk of reapplying the new home reliner onto remaining material. These would cause an unbalanced occlusion and resorption of residual ridge. Although the home reliners may fill the gap between an ill-fitting denture and denture-bearing mucosa, the denture liners are generally applied in dental clinic for this purpose. Dentists should not recommend the denture patients to apply the home reliners when the retention of their dentures is reduced due to the changes of residual ridge, and should instruct them to see the dentists as soon as possible.

**CONCLUSION**

Within the limitations of this study, we made the following conclusions.

1. The dynamic viscoelasticity of the tested home reliners (liner type denture adhesives) was sensitive to changes in frequency.
2. The home reliners had nearly no elastic components and behaved in a viscous manner. They also would show large amounts of plastic deformation under a rest condition in the mouth.
3. The dynamic viscoelastic properties of the home reliners changed dramatically after approximately 1 day of water immersion.
4. The home reliners exhibited high solubility and considerably high absorption during water immersion.
5. The present home reliners would not be suitable for improvement of function of ill-fitting dentures.
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